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About This Game

The Last Mission is a first person shooter that combines chaos and horror with scenes full of blood!

Fight with huge waves of zombies and monsters hidden in ruins contaminated by radiation and full of demons of the cosmos.

In a distant galaxy there is a base in which experiments were carried out with zombies. After a failed project, all the employees
left the base, only the animals that are looking for prey stayed. The main character was sent to the base to destroy all life. You

have to destroy the entire Legions of Undead. Fight with dignity in all battles for the fate of mankind!
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Title: The Last Mission
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Blaiz Entertainment
Publisher:
Blaiz Entertainment
Release Date: 6 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7+

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Graphics: Any

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any
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This is more pointless than Pain Train. How dare you.. Stock asset zombie survival "game." There really isn't anything more to
say, other than The Last Mission doesn't even seem to have been tested!

To be honest, there was a period of time I felt that The Last Mission must have been a class project that just got put up for a
dollar, but, on further reflection, a school project would probably have been better than this.

Just don't buy this.. VERY GOOD GAME PLS BUY OR YOU HAVENT PLAYED THE BEST GAME EVER CREATED.
The Last Mission is your typical indie FPS made with Unity and featuring endless waves of zombies...

POSITIVES
+N\/A

NEGATIVES
-0 objective
-1 map
-1 enemy type
-2 weapons

Verdict: Feels like an improved version of The Slaughtering Grounds but that's not saying much...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=j9O7XjfAW0s

Rating:
0.5 \/ 10
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